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We show that Gupta’s Comment is incorrect, since the equilibration process in question is not isothermal,
and hence the free energy does not decrease. We furthermore show that our free energy expressionfE. La
Nave, F. Sciortino, P. Tartaglia, M. S. Shell, and P. G. Debenedetti, Phys. Rev. E68, 032103s2003dg satisfies
the second law.
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In the nonequilibrium thermodynamic formalismf1–4g,
structural glasses are characterized by vibrational and con-
figurational degrees of freedom. The vibrational degrees of
freedom are in equilibrium with the heat bath temperature,T.
The configurational degrees of freedom are thermalized at a
different temperature,Te.T. In the inherent structuresISd
formalism, the free energy of a glass is expressed asf3,4g

FglsV,T,Ted = − TeSconfsV,EISd + EIS + FvibsV,T,EISd, s1d

where EIS is the energy of the ISslocal minimum of the
potential energy surfaced explored by the glass,SconfsV,EISd
is the configurational entropy representing the degeneracy of
inherent structures of depthEIS andFvibsV,T,EISd is the vi-
brational free energy of the system constrained in a typical
basin of depthEIS. For the limiting case discussed by Gupta
in his Comment, for whichFvib is not a function ofEIS, Te is
given by f3,4g

Te
dSconf

dEIS
= 1. s2d

Equilibrium is reached whenTe=T. The notion of “equilib-
rium” or “isothermal process” in glasses is very subtle. Since
the out-of-equilibrium glass is characterized by the two tem-
peraturesT and Te, a generalized isothermal process would
require coupling of the fastsvibrationald degrees of freedom
to a bath at temperatureT and coupling of the slowsconfigu-
rationald degrees of freedom to a bath at temperatureTe.

In his Commentf5g, Gupta argues that Eq.s1d is incorrect
since it appears to violate the second law of thermodynam-
ics. His argument is incorrect because the equilibration pro-
cess in question is not isothermal. The second law of ther-
modynamics states that, during an irreversible equilibration
process the total entropy change undergone by a closed and
adiabatic system must be positive. It is only in the case of an
isothermal process that the second law of thermodynamics is
equivalent to stating that the free energy of the systemsHel-
moholtz for isochoric processes; Gibbs for isobaric onesd
must decrease, but this is not the case for the equilibration of
a glass.

The concept of temperature in glasses is not trivial, de-
pending on the characteristic time of the measurement device
f6g. To account for this, a nonequilibrium formalism is intro-
duced in which the system’s slow degrees of freedomsthe
value of EIS in the IS formalismd are at a configurational
temperatureTe different from the fast degrees of freedom
svibrationsd. Hence, strictly speaking, the equilibration pro-
cess of the configurational degrees of freedom is not isother-
mal. In the limiting case discussed in the CommentsEIS in-
dependence of the vibrational free energyd, it is shown below
that the change of total entropy during an adiabatic aging
process for the composite system glass and reservoir, calcu-
lated from the proposed out of equilibrium thermodynamic
formalism f3,4g, is strictly positive, and hence it does not
violate the second law of thermodynamics.

Consider an infinitesimal step in the equilibration process
of the glass, during which the system moves from a typical
basin of depthEIS to one of depthEIS–dEIS, with dEIS.0.
From Eq.s2d, this change of energy corresponds to a change
in the configurational entropydSconf=−dEIS/Te. Since the
composite systemsglass and reservoird is adiabatic, the con-
figurational cooling involves a transfer of energydEIS to the
bath. This produces a change in the entropy of the bath equal
to dSbath=dEIS/T. The total change of entropy in the com-
posite systemsconfigurational degrees of freedom1 bathd
dStot;dSconf+dSbath is then given by

dStot = −
dEIS

Te
+

dEIS

T
= dEISS1

T
−

1

Te
D . 0. s3d

As required by the second law,dStot is strictly positive, since
Te.T. This is the only way of satisfying the second law in
this situation.

We also note that an increase in the equilibrium liquid’s
free energy upon cooling is the usual situation. Consider Eq.
s1d with T=Te. Then, for the simple case considered in
Gupta’s commentsEIS-independentFvibd,

dFeq

dT
= − Sconf − T

dSconf

dEIS

dEIS

dT
+

dEIS

dT
+

dFvib

dT

= − sSconf + Svibd , 0, s4d
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where Eq.s2d has been used. If a liquid is suddenly quenched
to a lowerT, during equilibration the final value of the free

energy has to be larger than the initial one. Also this does not
contradict the second law of thermodynamics.
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